Objective: Predicting neurocognitive and functional outcomes in stroke is an important clinical task, especially in rehabilitation settings. We assessed acute predictors of cognitive and functional outcomes 6 months after mild to moderate stroke. Methods: We conducted a retrospective analysis of acute clinical data and 6-month follow-up telephone interviews for 498 mild to moderate stroke patients. Predictors were sociodemographic variables, the National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS), basic physical measures, the Mesulam Cancellation Test, the Short Blessed Test (SBT), Trails A/B, and the Boston Naming Test. The outcome variables were the Communication, Memory and Thinking, ADL/IADLs, and Participation subscales from the Stroke Impact Scale. We conducted four hierarchical multiple regression analyses with demographic variables and the NIHSS score entered into the first step, followed by physical variables in the second step, and neuropsychological variables in the final step. Results: Physical variables explained more variance in ADL/IADLs and Participation outcomes than in Communication and Memory and Thinking outcomes, while cognitive predictors exhibited the opposite trend. The SBT was the only significant independent predictor of Communication and Memory and Thinking (p's < .001), while the NIHSS was the only measure that significantly predicted ADL/IADLs (p < .001) and Participation (p = .002). Poorer performance on screening measures predicted worse cognitive and functional outcomes 6 months post-stroke. Conclusions: These results support the clinical utility of administering brief screening instruments during acute recovery from mild to moderate stroke. Neuropsychologists should prioritize performance on screening measures assessing acute neurologic status and cognitive dysfunction when making recommendations for post-stroke rehabilitation.
Introduction
Mild to moderate stroke is associated with a wide range of distressing and disabling physical, neuropsychological, and functional impairments (Harvey, 2015; Mayo, Wood-Dauphinee, Côté, Durcan, & Carlton, 2002) . As a result, a large proportion of patients who suffer such an event have difficulty successfully reintegrating into prior social and occupational roles (Adamit et al., 2015; Van Patten, Merz, Mulhauser, & Fucetola, 2016; Woodman, Riazi, Pereira, & Jones, 2014) . Restricted participation in life situations and activities is common after stroke and poses a significant challenge for survivors navigating role changes in multiple life domains, including occupational and family roles (Ch'Ng, French, & Mclean, 2008; Törnbom, Persson, Lundälv, & Sunnerhagen, 2017) . As many as 65% of stroke survivors face limitations in work, recreation, or social activity, all of which serve as barriers to return to normal living (Adamit et al., 2015; Mayo et al., 2002; Törnbom et al., 2017) . Importantly, the failure to resume meaningful social, vocational, or leisure activities is also associated with worse health outcomes, as well as lower health-related and global quality of life (Bhogal, Teasell, Foley, & Speechley, 2003;  functioning, visuospatial skills (e.g., unilateral neglect), and language (e.g., aphasia) at stroke onset have been implicated in post-stroke cognitive impairment (Hillis, Wityk, Barker, Ulatowski, & Jacobs, 2003; Kalra, Perez, Gupta, & Wittink, 1997; Laska et al., 2001; Leśniak, Bak, Czepiel, Seniów, & Członkowska, 2008; Nys et al., 2005; Pendlebury, Cuthbertson, Welch, Mehta, & Rothwell, 2010) . For example, acute language disturbance, including aphasia, is the strongest predictor of impaired communication abilities beyond 3 months after stroke (Harvey, 2015) .
A probable explanation for the prognostic value of acute cognitive deficits is the relative constancy of post-stroke cognitive impairment, even following mild stroke (Del Sur et al., 2005; Jacquin et al., 2014; Wolf & Rognstad, 2013) . Pre-post assessments suggest that some cognitive deficits remain stable from acute measurement (within 24 hr) to 3 months post-stroke, with even fewer changes in cognition occurring between subacute assessment (within 3 weeks of discharge) and follow-up assessment 6 months post-stroke (Riepe, Riss, Bittner, & Huber, 2004; Wolf & Rognstad, 2013) . Moreover, the overall prevalence of post-stroke cognitive impairment appears to remain relatively unchanged beyond 3 months after stroke for as long as 14 years (Del Sur et al., 2005; Douiri et al., 2013) . Long-term recovery of independence in ADL/IADLs may follow a similar trajectory, owing largely to early recovery of physical abilities and acute ADL status (Cioncoloni et al., 2013; Hoffman et al., 2003) . Overall, the literature on cognitive and functional outcomes post-stroke supports the predictive value of cognitive, physical, and functional status at stroke onset, in addition to certain neurologic and demographic factors.
Identifying acute predictors of cognitive and functional outcomes following mild to moderate stroke is an important goal for research and clinical care. Recovery from stroke is highly variable and deficits will often resolve naturally over time, with compensation, and/or due to rehabilitation efforts (Cumming et al., 2013) . In particular, early initiation and maintenance of targeted rehabilitation services has been associated with better recovery after stroke (Bhogal et al., 2003; Maulden et al., 2005) . Therefore, identifying acute factors that meaningfully predict long-term outcomes can improve predictive models for stroke recovery, as well as help inform rehabilitation services for patients recovering from stroke.
Although various aspects of acute cognitive, physical, and functional status have been suggested to play a role in determining outcomes after stroke, empirical support for their prognostic value is often limited by methodological challenges (Harvey, 2015) . Furthermore, few studies have conducted comprehensive investigations examining the incremental predictive validity of specific cognitive and physical/functional assessments commonly administered in acute stroke. The purpose of the current study was to systematically assess acute predictors of cognitive and functional outcomes 6 months after mild to moderate stroke. Specifically, given previous research suggesting that cognitive tests predict important cognitive and functional outcomes (e.g., Babulal et al., 2015; Harvey, 2015; Hillis et al., 2003; Kalra et al., 1997; Laska et al., 2001; Leśniak et al., 2008; Nys et al., 2005; Pohjasvaara et al., 2002; Tatemichi et al., 1994) , we hypothesized that cognitive performance would demonstrate incremental validity above and beyond physical/functional abilities and demographic and stroke-related factors with regard to predicting impairments in cognition, communication, participation, and/or ADL/IADLs 6 months after stroke.
Methods

Participants
The dataset utilized in the current study was acquired from the Brain Recovery Core (BRC; Lang et al., 2011) , a collaborative endeavor among a university-affiliated medical center, an acute care hospital, and a rehabilitation institute in a mid-sized Midwestern city in the United States. We collected demographic and clinical data from stroke patients' acute care hospital records and 6-month follow-up data from recorded responses to telephone interviews. As part of the clinical services provided at these institutions, all patients are afforded the opportunity to provide informed consent for the use of their clinical data for research purposes. The current study sample represents the set of stroke patients who consented to release their data between 2010 and 2014.
Data from 602 stroke patients who completed the 6 month follow-up interview were acquired from the BRC. Inclusionary criteria for all patients were simply that (a) the patient received clinical services for an acute stroke through the BRC between 2010 and 2014, (b) the patient voluntarily provided informed consent, and (c) the patient completed the 6 month follow-up telephone interview. Patients were excluded for the following reasons: (a) a National Institute of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score >16 (indicating severe stroke), (b) a NIHSS Aphasia item score of 2 or 3, indicating severe to global aphasia (given that aphasia is likely to compromise the ability of patients to provide valid responses to oral survey questions), and (c) a NIHSS Dysarthria item score of 2 or 3, indicating severe dysarthria or intubation (given that dysarthria will also prevent adequate verbal expression). Following these exclusions, the final sample size was 498 (mean age = 64.50 ± [SD] 14.54 years; mean NIHSS total score = 3.55 ± [SD] 3.76). A full characterization of the sample demographics is provided in Table 1 .
Demographic and clinical data included in the current study was obtained from hospital records and typically collected within 7 days of patients' admission to the hospital (mean number of days = 1.86 ± [SD] 3.04, maximum = 46 days). Follow-up data was obtained from telephone interviews conducted approximately 6-months after stroke onset and hospital admission.
Variables Assessed
Demographic and stroke-related variables. The present study assessed the following demographic and neurologic variables: age, gender, race, marital status, stroke type [ischemic, hemorrhagic, or unknown] , and NIHSS total score. The NIHSS is a broad 15-item neurological screening exam of stroke severity that briefly assesses for deficits in the areas of consciousness level, language, neglect, visual-field loss, extraocular movement, motor strength, ataxia, dysarthria, and sensory loss (Goldstein et al., 1989) .
Physical/functional variables. Physical and functional status was assessed with the Berg Balance Scale (BBS) total score, a measure of ambulation (in feet), and functional mobility tasks including Supine to Sit and Sit to Stand. The BBS is a 14-item measure of balance and risk for falls in older adults measured through direct observation on a scale of 0 (inability to complete tw:he task) to 4 (independent task completion; Berg, Wood-Dauphinee, & Williams, 1995) . Supine to Sit and Sit to Stand are commonly used measures of fall risk, muscle strength, and weight symmetry (Cheng et al., 1998; Lomaglio & Eng, 2005; Wattanapan, Kovindha, Piravej, & Kuptniratsaikul, 2010) . These tasks were measured on a scale of 1 (requiring total assistance) to 7 (complete independence). (Mesulam, 1985) . The SBT is a 6-item screener for deficits in orientation, registration, and attention (Carpenter et al., 2011) . Trails A and B are measures of attention and executive functioning, measured by speed of completion, and the BNT is a 60-item language measure of visual confrontation naming (Strauss, Sherman, & Spreen, 2006) .
Cognitive and functional outcomes. We assessed post-stroke cognitive and functional outcomes with selected subscales of the Stroke Impact Scale (SIS; Vellone et al., 2015) . The SIS is a self-report instrument that measures quality of life and functional impairments across a range of behaviors and activities following stroke. For the purposes of the current study, the Communication, Memory and Thinking, ADL/IADLs, and Participation subscales from the SIS were included in analyses. The Communication subscale assesses various aspects of both receptive and expressive language. The Memory and Thinking subscale measures retrospective and prospective memory, as well as processing speed, problem solving, and attentional abilities. The ADL/IADLs subscale assesses difficulty in self-care and daily activities (e.g., dressing and bathing), as well as more complex tasks necessary for independent functioning in the community, such as household chores and shopping. Finally, the Participation subscale measures degree of restriction in activities such as work and recreation.
Statistical Analyses
Data were analyzed using SPSS 24.0. Consistent with other retrospective investigations of the BRC dataset (Aufman et al., 2013; Van Patten et al., 2016) , several variables of interest exhibited notable (>10%) missing data. Specifically, data from the following variables were incomplete: stroke type (28.6% missing), the BBS (11.85% missing), FIM Supine to Sit (20.28% missing), FIM Sit to Stand (8.03% missing), Ambulation (22.89% missing), the SBT (8.03% missing), Trails A (31.93% missing) and B (47.19% missing), the Mesulam Cancellation Test Total score (40.16% missing), and the BNT (14.86% missing). Although we were unable to determine the reason for missing data on a case-by-case basis, we did examine the overall mechanism of missingness using the widely accepted Little (1988) criteria. Specifically, we grouped the eight aforementioned variables with >10% missing data into missing and not-missing groups, then assessed group differences across variable with small proportions (≤10%) of missing data (i.e., age, sex, race, years of education, marital status, NIHSS Total Score, SBT, and PHQ-9 Total Score). Such an analysis provides insight into whether data are missing completely at random (MCAR) or missing at random (MAR; see Schafer & Graham, 2002) . That is, it determines whether missing data are dependent on other variables in the dataset or not. Importantly, empirical evidence has repeatedly demonstrated that simple case deletion and mean imputation methods lead to biased parameter estimates, most notably when the mechanism of missingness is nonrandom (Newman, 2003; Rubin, 1976; Schafer & Graham, 2002; Scheffer, 2002) . Alternatively, the multiple imputation (MI) technique significantly reduces inaccuracy when estimating missing data values, partially by accounting for random error and thereby maintaining the variance structure of a dataset even when data are MAR (Collins, Shafer, & Kam, 2001; Rubin, 1987; Schafer & Graham, 2002) .
Results of the mechanism of missingness analysis showed that 23/64 (36%) of these nonparametric tests were significant, indicating that our missing data are MAR rather than MCAR. Moreover, 4/8 (50%) of the NIHSS analyses and 5/8 (63%) of the SBT analyses were significant, suggesting that those patients who were more cognitively impaired (as measured by the NIHSS and SBT) were more likely to exhibit missing data. Therefore, given the unambiguous support in simulation studies for the MI approach compared to more simplistic techniques (Newman, 2003; Schafer & Graham, 2002; Scheffer, 2002) , we conducted a 5-iteration MI procedure prior to running the primary analysis of interest.
To address our primary aim, we conducted four hierarchical multiple regression analyses, with demographic variables (age, gender, race, marital status, stroke type [ischemic or hemorrhagic], and Total NIHSS score) entered into the first step, physical variables (FIM Supine to Sit, FIM Sit to Stand, BBS Total Score, and Ambulation [in feet]) entered into the second step, and neuropsychological variables (Mesulam Cancellation Test Total score, SBT, Trails A and B, and the BNT) entered into the final step. For all physical and neuropsychological variables, raw data were analyzed. Although it would have been possible to use standardized data, this option was considered to be suboptimal given that (a) relevant demographic variables were already controlled in the regression analyses and (b) the process of standardizing raw scores can reduce the variance in a given test, thereby restricting its range and artificially attenuating correlations. The outcome variables were selected subscales from the SIS including Communication, Memory and Thinking, ADL/IADLs, and Participation.
Prior to conducting the analyses, the data were examined for outliers, influential cases, and assumptions of linear regression models. Outliers were operationalized as values ±3.29 standard deviations from the mean on the variable of interest.
Consistent with established guidelines (Field, 2009) , these values were then replaced with values equal to 3 SDs from the mean in the same direction. Variables with identified outliers were FIM Sit to Stand, Ambulation (in feet), the SBT, Trails A and B, and the Mesulam Cancellation Test. Generally accepted criteria (Field, 2009 ) were utilized to identify influential cases and violations of assumptions. Influential cases were defined as Cook's distances >1 or DFBetas >1. With respect to statistical assumptions, prior to examining each regression model, multicollinearity was examined through a correlation matrix of the relationships among predictors (and defined as coefficients > ±0.9; see Tables 2 and 3) . Next, both linearity of the modeled relationship and homoscedasticity were tested through visual inspection of plotted standardized residuals compared to predicted values. Third, independent errors were defined as residuals with Durbin-Watson values > ±4 and violations of the assumption of normally distributed errors were examined through visual inspection of the histogram of residuals. Unless otherwise specified, no influential cases were present and all assumptions were met for each of the models.
Results
With respect to the overall hierarchical regressions, adding physical/functional variables to the models while controlling for demographics and stroke-related factors explained more variance in ADL/IADLs (ΔR 2 = 4.2%; F(4, 428) = 5.57; p < .001) and Participation (ΔR 2 = 2.3%; F(4, 424) = 2.93; p < .001) outcomes than in Communication (ΔR 2 = 0.9%; F(4, 454) = 1.09; p = .32) and Memory and Thinking (ΔR 2 = 0.6%; F(4, 451) = 0.88; p = .61.) outcomes. Conversely, adding cognitive variables in the final step of the models explained more variance in Communication (ΔR 2 = 7.8%; F(5, 449) = 7.93; p < .001) and Memory and Thinking (ΔR 2 = 6.9%; F(5, 446) = 6.83; p < .001) than in ADL/IADLs (ΔR 2 = 0.9%; F(5, 423) = 1.01; p = .45) and Participation (ΔR 2 = 1.7%; F(5, 419) = 1.76; p = .15) subscales. The overall models were all statistically significant (p's < .001) and accounted for small amounts of variance in SIS cognitive subscales (Communication, 10.7%-11.3%; Memory and Thinking, 8.4%-10.6%) and moderate degrees of variance in functional subscales (ADL/IADLs, 22.0%-24.6%; Participation, 17.7%-18.9%).
Significant individual-level predictors of the four outcome variables are presented in Tables 4-7 . For the Communication and Memory and Thinking models, only the SBT was significant (p's < .001). As expected, greater impairment on the SBT predicted poorer self-reported SIS cognition. With regard to the ADL/IADLs model, gender (p = .016), race (p = .021), and NIHSS Total score (p < .001) were significant predictors. Similarly, in the Participation model, gender (p = .069) and race (p = .066) approached significance, while the NIHSS Total Score (p = .002) remained significant. For both functional SIS subscales, the performance of male and Caucasian participants was higher than female and non-Caucasian participants. In terms of NIHSS Total scores, poorer performance predicted worse self-reported functioning in ADL/IADLs and Participation. Pearson's correlation coefficients for the relationships between the SBT, NIHSS Total score, and SIS cognitive and functional outcomes are presented in Table 8 . Overall, all relationships were in the expected direction (i.e., greater symptom severity on one measure correlated with greater symptom severity on the other measure). Descriptive statistics for SIS subscales and physical/functional and cognitive variables are presented in Table 9 . 
Discussion
The current study examined acute predictors of cognitive and functional outcomes 6 months after mild to moderate stroke. Overall, the combination of demographic factors and cognitive, physical, and functional status at stroke onset accounted for small amounts of variance in cognitive outcomes and moderate degrees of variance in functional outcomes post-stroke. Furthermore, inclusion of physical/functional variables in the second step of the regression models resulted in better prediction of ADL/IADLs and Participation, but not Communication or Memory and Thinking outcomes. Conversely, adding cognitive variables in the final step of the models improved prediction of Memory and Thinking and Communication outcomes, but not ADL/IADLs or Participation. Finally, in terms of individual predictors, brief screening instruments (i.e., the NIHSS and SBT) exhibited consistent predictive utility, while more domain-specific cognitive tests (e.g., the BNT and Trails A and B) did not.
Specifically, the SBT emerged as a significant predictor of the Communication and Memory and Thinking subscales, such that greater impairment on the SBT was associated with worse self-reported communication and cognitive ability 6 months after stroke. Moreover, although none of the cognitive measures included in the present study predicted ADL/IADLs or Participation, the NIHSS Total score was a significant predictor of subsequent functional outcomes. Results of the regression Note: NIHSS = National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale. R 2 = 0.1%-3.2% for Step 1 (p's = .04-.37), R 2 change = 0.4%-0.8% for Step 2 (p's = .07-.71), R 2 change = 5.7%-7.9% for Step 3 (p's < .01). Bold = statistically significant; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
analyses revealed that greater stroke severity was associated with worse self-reported ADL/IADLs and reduced engagement in meaningful activities 6 months after stroke. Consistent with previous studies, being female and/or a racial minority was also associated with decreased independence in ADL/IADLs and participation post-stroke (Cioncoloni et al., 2013; Duarte et al., 2010; Horner, Swanson, Bosworth, & Matchar, 2003) . The unfortunate reality is that inequalities in access to care and rehabilitation services exist across gender and racial groups, likely contributing to poorer outcomes for societally disadvantaged individuals (Busch, Coshall, Heuschmann, McKevitt, & Wolfe, 2009 ). Although not surprising, these findings support the importance of designing and implementing unbiased rehabilitation programs, in order to maximize recovery for individuals across a range of diversity characteristics.
Overall, our results support the clinical utility of administering brief, broad screening instruments during acute recovery from mild to moderate stroke. The SBT and NIHSS significantly predicted 6-month cognitive and functional outcomes, and demonstrated superior predictive validity relative to measures assessing specific functional abilities (e.g., Sit to Stand) or cognitive domains (e.g., executive functioning). These findings are consistent with prior studies showing that, relative to more domain-specific cognitive measures, broad-based screening instruments tend to better predict post-stroke outcomes when Note: NIHSS = National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale. R 2 = 1.8%-3.2% for Step 1 (p's = .04-.28), R 2 change = 0.7%-1.1% for Step 2 (p's = .06-.38), R 2 change = 6.6%-8.7% for Step 3 (p's < .001). Bold = statistically significant; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001. administered acutely in real-world clinical scenarios (Horstmann, Rizos, Rauch, Arden, & Veltkamp, 2014; Riepe et al., 2004) . Researchers have attributed this to the heterogeneity of acute stroke-related cognitive deficits, as well as confounding issues such as delirium, confusion, fatigue, and pre-stroke cognitive decline (Cumming et al., 2013; Lees et al., 2014; Salvadori et al., 2013) . Given these complicating factors, brief screening instruments like the SBT and NIHSS that can be readily completed by patients shortly after stroke may be more appropriate for assessing patients in acute care settings than more domain-specific measures.
In addition to providing evidence for the clinical utility of brief, broad screening instruments generally, our findings also suggest that measures assessing acute cognitive dysfunction and those examining general neurologic status may differentially predict 6-month cognitive and functional outcomes after stroke. The SBT, which is a screener for global cognitive dysfunction, predicted impairments in cognition and communication abilities, while the NIHSS, which is a broader assessment of neurologic status, predicted recovery of ADL/IADLs and reengagement in meaningful activity (Carpenter et al., 2011; Goldstein et al., 1989) . This indicates that brief assessment of both acute neurologic status and global cognitive dysfunction is important for predicting outcomes 6 months after stroke. Specifically, conducting a brief cognitive screen may improve prediction of Note: NIHSS = National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale. R 2 = 17.8%-19.1% for Step 1 (p's < .001), R 2 change = 2 0.7%-5.5% for Step 2 (p's < .001), R 2 change = 0.6%-1.4% for Step 3 (p's < .001). Bold = statistically significant; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001. Note: NIHSS = National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale. R 2 = 13.7%-14.6% for Step 1 (p's < .001), R 2 change = 1.8%-3.3% for Step 2 (p's < .001), R 2 change = 1.2%-2.4% for Step 3 (p's < .001). Bold = statistically significant; *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001. −0.37*** −0.21*** 0.59*** 0.59*** -6. Participation −0.32*** −0.20*** 0.57*** 0.57*** 0.79*** -Note: NIHSS = National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; ADL/IADLs = activities of daily living/instrumental activities of daily living. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
persistent cognitive deficits, whereas evaluating acute neurologic status may inform expectations for recovery of ADL/IADLs and reengagement in meaningful life activities. Of note, while the SBT has been previously shown to predict dementia diagnosis, neuropathology, and mortality (Bellelli et al., 2015; Marengoni et al., 2013; Katzman et al., 1983; Wilkins et al., 2007) , to our knowledge this is the first study to demonstrate that the SBT is a valid predictor of cognitive outcomes following stroke. A probable explanation for the prognostic value of measures assessing acute neurologic status and global cognitive dysfunction is the persistence of certain stroke-related deficits (Cioncoloni et al., 2013; Del Sur et al., 2005; Hoffman et al., 2003; Wolf & Rognstad, 2013) . However, even thorough predictive models typically account for no more than moderate amounts of variance in cognitive and functional outcomes due to the heterogeneity of recovery trajectories and outcomes for mild to moderate stroke Nichols-Larsen, Clark, Zeringue, Greenspan, & Blanton, 2005; Tilling et al., 2001) . Age and other factors contribute to functional adaptation and cognitive plasticity such that in many cases, deficits resolve naturally, with compensation, and/or as a result of direct intervention (Ferrucci et al., 1993; Kleim & Jones, 2008; Miller et al., 2010; Veerbeek et al., 2014) . There is strong evidence that rehabilitation services initiated at admission and sustained throughout recovery significantly reduce the likelihood of death and disability after stroke (Maulden, Gassaway, Horn, Smout, & DeJong, 2005; Miller et al., 2010) . In particular, interdisciplinary interventions (i.e., physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech-language therapy, etc.) focused on providing intensive, highly repetitive, task-oriented, and task-specific trainings tailored to each phase of recovery have been well-supported (Kalra & Langhorne, 2007; Miller et al., 2010) . There is also some evidence to support the effectiveness of cognitive rehabilitation for some cognitive impairments, though more research on the efficacy and effectiveness of cognitive intervention is needed (Gillespie et al., 2015) .
Acute assessment of cognitive and functional impairments is necessary to determine rehabilitation needs and plan appropriate services for patients recovering from stroke (Lawrence et al., 2001) . Because early initiation and maintenance of targeted rehabilitation services is associated with better recovery, identifying acute factors that meaningfully predict long-term outcomes is an important goal for research and clinical care (Bhogal et al., 2003; Maulden et al., 2005) . The ability to account for even small amounts of variance in stroke outcomes is of significant clinical utility, given that this information can be used to inform delivery of rehabilitation services. For example, memory problems are a common complaint following stroke. Identification of patients with acute cognitive dysfunction, combined with the knowledge that these early deficits predict longterm cognitive outcomes, can meaningfully inform treatment planning for survivors of mild to moderate stroke. In such cases, early cognitive skills training might aide in the recovery of memory functions or more frequently, enhance the individual's ability to adapt to or compensate for their deficits. Therefore, improving predictive models for long-term cognitive and functional outcomes can help providers make informed decisions regarding appropriate rehabilitation goals and strategies, leading to better outcomes for survivors of mild to moderate stroke.
Limitations and Future Directions
Although of significant clinical utility, the findings from the current study should be interpreted in the context of several limitations. First, we did not have access to data pertaining to certain stroke-related characteristics (e.g., region of stroke, history of transient ischemic attacks, etc.) or relevant psychological factors (e.g., psychiatric history, acute depressive symptoms), thus limiting our ability to fully characterize our sample. While this is not ideal, previous investigations of the BRC (e.g., Aufman et al., 2013; Bland, Sturmoski, Whitson, Connor, & Fucetola, 2012; Merz, Van Patten, Mulhauser, & Fucetola, 2017; Van Patten et al., 2016) have faced similar constraints. Broadly, because our sample consisted of 498 consecutive admissions to a large acute care center over a five-year period (minus the exclusions specified in the Methods), we believe that it is a representative sample of mild to moderate stroke that is readily generalizable to patients evaluated in regular neuropsychological practice. Moreover, overall stroke severity, which was assessed in the current study, is likely the most important stroke-related characteristic in terms of predicting functional outcomes. For example, stroke severity was recently demonstrated to reliably predict return to work in stroke patients, whereas other acute biological factors such as location and type of stroke, as well as psychosocial variables such as educational attainment and marital status, did not (Wang, Kapellusch, & Garg, 2014) . Additionally, although we were unable to account for affective factors (e.g., depression) that may have affected patients' performance during acute inpatient testing, the prevalence of depression in our sample at 6-month follow-up is comparable to prior studies (Hackett et al., 2005) . Consequently, our inability to report all relevant stroke-related and psychological characteristics of our sample does not render the findings ungeneralizable. Relatedly, although we were unable to incorporate details about rehabilitation participation in our predictive models, this study included a representative sample of stroke patients receiving standard clinical care. Importantly, as part of usual care, performance on acute assessment measures was used to inform recommendations for subsequent rehabilitation services. Therefore, our inability to account for rehabilitation-related factors does not negate our findings pertaining to the clinical utility of acute assessment measures. Second, as part of their clinical assessments, BRC patients complete only a small set of neuropsychological tasks which are administered by occupational therapists rather than neuropsychological assistants and do not capture all relevant cognitive domains. Consequently, we were unable to generate hypotheses with respect to certain aspects of cognitive functioning (e.g., visuospatial skills) and our measurement of other areas (e.g., executive functioning) was only cursory (i.e., Trails B). Involvement of neuropsychologists, particularly during inpatient rehabilitation or other post-acute care, would have allowed for better characterization of patients' cognitive status post-stroke. Third, our follow-up assessment was restricted to a single time point approximately 6 months post-stroke and we were unable to conduct serial follow-up evaluations. Fourth, our sample was based exclusively out of the BRC database, which represents a geographically limited set of individuals who reside in the Midwestern region of the U.S. Generalizations outside of the greater population of individuals from this area are unwarranted. Finally, our outcome measure (the SIS) reflects an individual's self-reported level of functioning and although we maximized the accuracy of these reports by excluding individuals with severe strokes, aphasia, and dysarthria, self-report instruments are inherently vulnerable to conscious and unconscious bias (Stone, Bachrach, Jobe, Kurtzman, & Cain, 1999) .
Future studies should further the current line of inquiry by collecting information from collateral sources during follow-up, as poor insight and/or emotional difficulties associated with stroke may affect the validity of stroke survivor's self-report data. In addition, investigators should conduct serial assessments that include longer follow-up intervals (e.g., 6, 12, 24, and 36 months post-stroke) in order to better elucidate the predictive capacity of acute physical and cognitive test data across recovery and reintegration into the community. It would also be important to examine and control for relevant rehabilitation-related factors (including specific therapies received, frequency and duration of therapy, treatment adherence, and response to intervention) in order to better understand the relationship between acute performance and outcomes following stroke. Furthermore, investigators should build on this and related studies to determine whether brief screening measures of common stroke-related symptoms including, but not limited to, the NIHSS and SBT predict ecologically relevant post-stroke outcomes (e.g., capacity to drive, ability to successfully engage in relevant therapies). Finally, researchers should capitalize on the demonstrated utility of these broad, brief screening instruments in other acquired brain injury syndromes such as moderate to severe traumatic brain injury and hypoxia. It is likely that, similar to the current findings in stroke, measures such as the SBT and the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA; Nasreddine et al., 2005) will demonstrate incremental predictive validity with respect to relevant future outcomes in these related populations as well.
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